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1 Introduction

It is important to measure shapes of screw-thread gauges

with a short measuring time and high accuracy. Generally

techniques based on mechanical probing of a thread using

spherical or cylindrical probing elements are used for the

shape measurement. These techniques need a long measur-

ing time and do not provide high accuracy. Noncontact op-

tical probes using a triangulation method or a con focal

method are being considered for improvement of the mea-

surement accuracy. These optical probes, however, are not

suitable for measuring a sectional profile of the thread

gauge, because the sloping part of the thread is far from

perpendicular to the probing direction of the optical probe.

In another optical technique, collimated light is incident

on the thread gauge, and a magnified image of its sectional

profile is formed with the light passing the edge of thread

gauge. The image is detected with a two-dimensional CCD

image sensor. Since the positions of the edge of the thread

gauge in the image are decided by using the pixel positions

of the CCD image sensor, the measurement accuracy and

the measurement region depend on the pixel^ize and num-
° I

ber of pixels. When the measurement region is small, the

thread gauge must be mechanically moved up and down to

measure the section profiles on both the upper and lower

sides. This movement degrades the measurement accuracy

and lengthens the measuring time.

In order to extend the measurement region, we use a

smusoidally vibrating interference pattern (SVIP) with pe-

nod 13 as an exact spatial scale along one direction, th-

axis.・Although our final aim is to measure shapes of

thread gauges by using the SVIP, a metal cylinder with a■

V-shaped groove was used as an object in the initial trials.
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This simple object makes it easy to examine characteristics

of the application of the SVIP to山e measurement of a

sectional profile of a metal cylinder.

The SVIP is projected on the metal cylinder surface. The

light from the top points of the cylinder surface is extracted

by spatial-frequency filtering in an optical system so that

the images of the top points are formed. On the image plane

a time-varying signal owing to the SVIP is detected with a

two-dimensional CCD image sensor. A value of the ∫ coor-

dinate of a top point on the surface is obtained from the

phase of the detected signal at the position where the am-

plitude of the signal is a maximum along the ∫ axis. The

phase measurement accuracy can be easily made about

P/200 by using sinusoidal phase-modulating interferom-

etry. An average phase is detected over one pixel of the

CCD image sensor if a side of the pixel is smaller than

about P/8. From these characteristics of phase detection a

wide measurement region and high measurement accuracy

can be obtained in the nlethod proposed in this paper.

2 Instrument

The configuration of an instrument for measuring a sec-

tional profile of a metal cylinder is shown in Fig. 1. The

Fig. 1 Configuration of an instrument for measuring sectional pro-

files of meta一 cyHnders.
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Fig. 2 Metal cylinder and its V-shaped groove.

output light beam from a laser diode (LD) is collimated by
the lens LI and divided into two beams by a beamsplitter

(BS). The two beams are reflected by two mirrors Ml and

M2, respectively. The reflected beams from Ml and M2

pass山ough the beamsplitter and are combined again. By
adjusting the inclinations of Ml and/or M2, an interference

fringe pattern of period P parallel to the y axis is obtained.

The collimated laser beams forming the interference pattern

enter the afocal imaging system, which consists of lenses

L2 and L3. 0n the spectral plane of山is imaging system,

the mask MAI with two pinholes eliminates undesirable

light for the formation of the interference pattern. The in-

terference pattern, with an exact sinusoidal intensity distri-

bution, is obtained and projected on the surface of an ob-

ject. The object is a metal cylinder whose diameter changes

along the y axis according to the sectional profile, as shown

in Fig. 2. A top point of the sectional profile is denoted by

Q as shown in Fig. 1. Assuming that the intensities of the

two beams and the visibility of the fringes are unity for the

sake of simplicity, the sinusoidal intensity distribution on

the x-y plane where an object is placed is expressed by

!(x,y) - ¥ +co&yjxj.　　　　　　(1)

When the mi汀or Ml is vibrated by a piezoelectric trans-

ducer (PZT) with a sinusoidal wave form a cos(coct), the

interference pattern is vibrated sinusoidally along the x

axis. This sinusoidally vibrating interference pattern (SVIP)

is expressed by

1
1(t,x,y)=1+cosZcos(wc/)+-x,

where

2tt
Z=-a.
p

(2)

(3)

The surface of the metal cylinder diffracts and reflects

the two beams, forming the SVIP. An afocal imaging sys-
tem, which consists of lenses L4 and L5, is used to form an

image of the sectional pro別e. A mask MA2 is put in the

spectral plane of the afocal imaging system to select the

light coming from the top points of the object surface. The

intensity distribution in the image plane is expressed by

h(t,x,y) =A(x,y) +B(x,y)cos[Zcos(o)ct) + α(x,y)l　(4)

where A(x,y), B(x,y), and α(x,y) depend on the sectional

profile of the object and a shape of the mask MA2.

The intensity distribution ID(t,x,y) is the same as the

interference signal produced in a sinusoidal phase-

modulating (SPM) interferometer. The method for detect-
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ingtheinterferencesignalwithatwo-dimensionalCCD

imagesensorusingashutterfunctionwasreportedinRef.

5.Weusethesamemethodtodetecttheintensitydistribu-

tionID(t,x,y)withaCCDimagesensor.Thetime-varying

componentofID(t,x,y)iswrittenas

SD(t,x,y)=B(x,y)cos[Zcos((oct)+α(x,y)l(5)

ThissignalSD(t,x,y)detectedwiththeCCDimagesensor

isprocessedinacomputerby

。metry4'6t。obtainB(x,y)an霊methodofSPMinter

(x,y).たr-Inthenextsection,experimentalresultsaregiventhat
showthatthedefectionoftheamplitudeB(x,y)andthe

phaseα(x,y)leadstothemeasurementofasectionalpro-

fileoftheobject.

3Expenments

3.1ExperimentalSetup

Experimentswereca汀iedoutwiththeinstrui一一entshownin
Fig.1.Thepowerofthelaserdiode(LD)was30mW.The

wavelength¥oftheLDwas660nm.TheperiodPofthe

interferencepatternwas100yarn.LensesL2andL3hada

sa叩efocallengthof100mm.Thediameterofthepinhole

usedinmaskMAIwas200〝m.Thesinusoidalvibrating

frequencyu)c/2irwas177Hz.Thediameterofthemetal

cylinderwas10mm,andtheV-shapedgrooveinitsprofile

hadwidthW,depthD,andangleOequalto1mm,1mm,

and60deg,respectively,asshowninFig.2.Thefocal

lengthsofthelensesL4andL5were70a一一d35mm,re-

spectively.Themagnificationoftheafocalimagingsystem

was〟=1/2,andthesquareregionofonemeasurement

pointwas9.3×9.3/urnontheobject.

3.2ExperimentalResult

WhentheSVIPwasprojectedontothesurfaceofthemetal

cylinder,weobserved山eintensitydistributiononthespec-

tralplaneoftheafocalimagingsystemwithlensesL4and
L5,asshowninFig.3(a).Thisintensitydistributionisthe

spectrumofthelightdiffractedandreflectedfromthedif-

ferentpartsofthesectionalprofileofthemetalcylinder,

whichisshowninFig.3(b).Thetwoblackcirclesinthe

lowerpartofFig.3(a)arepiecesofblackpaper,which

blockedthebeamsofstrongintensitywhoseoriginalpropa一

gationdirectionswerenotchangedbytheobject.Theparts

ofthesectionalprofilethatareparalleltotheyaxisand
denotedbyAinFig.3(b)producedthebeanlsthatextended

intheverticaldirectionfromtheblackcircles.Thesebeams
aredenotedbyAlandA2inFig.3(a),accordingtotlle

numberingofthetwocolhmatedbeamsfromwhichthey

originate.Theleftslopingpartofthesectionalprofile,de-

notedbyBLproducedthebeamsthatextendeddiagonally

upwardtotherightandaredenotedbyBLlandBL2inFig.

3(a).Therightslopingpartofthesectionalprofile,denoted

byBR,producedthebeamsdenotedby.BRlandBR2inFig.
3(a).Inordertoobtainonlythelightcomingfromthetop

pointsofthesectionalprofileoftheobject,weexamined

whatkindofshapewasthebestforthemaskMA2as

describedlaterinthissection.ThebeamsselectedbyMA2

wereusedtoformanimageofthesectionalpro丘Ieofthe

metalcylinderalongtheyaxis.
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Fig. 3 (a) Intensity distribution on the spectrum plane, and (b) part

of the V-shaped sectional profile.

The light intensity distribution of the image is shown in

Fig. 4. This picture was taken while the mi汀or Ml did not

vibrate. When Ml was vibrated, the time-varying light in-

tensity ID(t,x,y) was detected with the CCD image sensor.

The amplitude B{x,y) and the phase α(x,y) of SD(t,x,y)

were calculated along the ∫ axis at each y coordinate. Fig-

ure 5 shows the distribution B(x,y) and the distribution

α(x,y) calculated at a y coordinate corresponding to the

part BL of the sectional profile. The distribution B(x,y) has

one peak, and the phase α(x,y) varies very slightly along

the x axis. The sectional pro丘Ie of the metal cylinder is

provided by the phase value αM{y) that was detected at the

peak of the amplitude distribution B(x,y), as shown in Fig.

5. The sectional profile is calculated with

r(ッ) = Pα OO/27T.　　　　　　　　　　　　　(6)

When there is uncertainty in determining the position of

the maximum value of the amplitude B(x,y), this uncer-

tainty causes a measurement error. A smaller phase differ-

ence between adjacent measurement points, leads to a

Fig. 4 Image of the sectional pro川e on the detecting p一ane.
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Fig. 5 Distribution of (a) amp一itude β and (b) phase α detected

along x axis at a fixed value of the y coordinate.

smaller error. In addition, a smaller phase difference leads

to a larger interval between measurement points or a larger

measurement region. Therefore, it is very important to be

able to decrease the phase difference. The mask MA2 was

the dominant factor in doing so. The shape, width, and

position of MA2 were decided as described below.

First, in order to examine the shape of MA2 suitable for

selecting parts of beams BLl and BL2 whose lengths were

equal, we used a rectangular slit. We changed the angle of
the slit relative to the beams Al and A2. When the slit was

perpendicular to Al and A2, the phase difference α(x.y)

between adjacent measurement points was smallest. Be-

cause BLl, BL2, BRl, and BR2 were symmetnc with re-

spect to Al and A2, the most suitable slit for BRl and BR2

was the same as for BLl and BL2. From this result a

straight slit, shown in Fig. 3(a) with dashed lines, was cho-

sen as the best and simplest.

Next, it is desired that the light coming from the top-

points of the sectional profile be selected by a rectangular

slit of very small width. However, when the width of the

slit was too na汀ow, the intensity of the image was too weak

for the CCD image sensor. For this reason the width S of

MA2 employed was 300 fim.

Finally, it was observed that the phase difference be-

tween adjacent measurement points became larger when the

slit MA2 was moved away from the two black circles

shown in Fig. 3(a). This means that MA2 must be as close

as possible to one of the black circles.

The finally determined slit of S=300 /xm is shown in

Fig. 3(a), and the difference of adjacent measurement

points was about 0.02 rad, as shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 6 shows a measured sectional pro別e of the metal

cylinder in which血e width W, dep山β, and angle ♂ of the

V-shaped profile are indicated. The least-squares approxi-

mated lines of the measured profile were calculated to ob-

tain the value of 6. We measured the sectional pro別e three

times to examine the measurement repeatability. The mea-

sured values are shown in Table 1. They agreed with the

values measured with an industrial microscope. The repeat-

ability was about 0.5 /xm in width W, 1 /xm m depth D,

and 0.01 deg in angle ♂.
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Fig. 6 Measured sectional profile of the metal cylinder. Measured
values were W=1.317 mm, D=1.047 mm, and O=60.01 deg.

4　Accuracy of Detected Phase α〃

The coordinates x and y of a top point of the metal cylinder

are decided by the phase α〟(y) and the position of the

CCD pixel along the y axis, respectively. The sectional pro-

file of the metal cylinder contains a sloping part whose

ansle is 30 deg with respect to the x axis, as shown in Fig.

4. It should be considered how the phase αM(y) is detected

in the sloping part. We made a numerical analysis of the

amplitude B(x,y) and the phase α(x,y) of the signal de-

tected with the two-dimensional CCD image sensor. We

assunled that the light on the image plane comes front only

the top points of the metal cylinder. On this assumption, the

amplitude B(x,y) is unity on the lines that represent the

sectional profile of the metal cylinder. The phase α(x.y) is

the phase of the interference pattern on the sectional profile.

In the actual imaging, we used the slit MA2 of 300-yLtm

width, which was put parallel to the y axis. This slit spreads

the light along the jc axis. The function expressing how the

light is spread is the Fourier transform of the shape of the
slit.

For the numerical analysis we selected丘ve pixels along

the γ axis as shown in Fig. 7. The grid of thin solid lines

represents山e pixels of the CCD image sensor. A square

region surrounding one measurement point was　9.3

×9.3 fim on the object. The numbers / from 1 to 5 along

the y axis expresses the position of山e pixel on the CCD.

The numbers from 0 to 9 along the x axis are the pixel

numbers corresponding to the x coordinate. The thick solid

lme intersecting the x axis at an angle of 30deg is the

image of the sloping part of the sectional profile according

to the assumption in山e preceding paragraph. The optical
field of amplitude B and phase α on the thick solid line is

directed along the jc-axis, and the sum of the fields incident

on the pixel is detected with the CCD image sensor. The

maximum amplitude along the ∫ axis appears on the pixels

shaded gray. Therefore it is expected that the phase α (/)

will be equal to the phase αi O。 the gray pixel at position ∫,

Table 1 Measured values.

Trial W (mm)　　　　D (mm)　　　　0 (deg)

1.3173　　　　　　　　1.047

1.3165　　　　　　　　1.046

1.3169　　　　　　　　1.046
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Fig. 7 Simulation model of optical field on the CCD image sensor.

where αi is the phase at the midpoint of the pixel with

respect to the y axis. These midpoints are indicated by

black circles, and the phases α are indicated along the x

axis. The phase α changes by 2tt when the coordinate of

theJ axis changes by 100 〝m. The phase α at the bounda㌣

between pixel 3 and pixel 4 along the x axis was assumed

to be zero. We calculated the丘elds arising from the丘eld on

the thick solid line by spreading, and summed the spread

fields over the pixel to obtain the values of B(x,y) and

α(x,yl

When the field at a position spreads along the x axis to

positions separated by the pixel size of 9.3 〝m,血e ampli-

tude attenuation of the spread field is just 0.98 for the

300-/un-width slit MA2. The results for position /=3 are

shown in Fig. 8. The maximum amplitude along the x axis

appears at pixel number 4, and the phase α (3)=αa/3 was

8　10

(b)　　　x (pixel number)

Fig. 8 Results of the simulation for (a) the amplitude Band (b) the

phase a along the x axis at a fixed value of the y coordinate.
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Table 2 Calculated values αJ compared with measured values αMj.

Position /　　　αJ (rad)　　　αサ(rad)　　　。 (rad)

-1.517

. -0.506

0.506

1.517

2.530

-1.520　　　　　　0.003

-0.509　　　　　　0.003

0.503　　　　　　0.003

1.515　　　　　　0.002

2.527　　　　　　　0.003

0.503 rad. The amplitude and the phase distributions of Fig.

8 are similar to those ofFig. 5. All of the phases α〟(∫) were

calculated and compared with α　as shown in Table 2,

where eα=αi-αM(i). These results clearly show that the

output of the CCD image sensor provides the phase of the

sectional pro別e at the midpoint of the pixel along the y

axis. When the pixel size was changed to 18.6× 18.6 /xm

to obtain a larger measurement region, the error eα became

0.02 rad.

Considering that the error e。 must be less than 0.02 rad,

the required measurement range regarding the width, depth,

and angle of the V-shaped profile can be determined. The

maximum pixel size of 18.6× 18.6 fim on the object deter-

mines a maximum size of the V-shaped profile with angle

60 deg, depending on the pixel number of the CCD image

sensor. As the angle of the V-shaped profile becomes

smaller, the maximum pixel size is reduced. At the same

time,山e slit MA2 must be changed so that the light coming

from the sloping parts of the V-shaped pro伝Ie is directed

near the two black circles shown in Fig. 3.

5　Conclusion

A method for accurately measuring a sectional profile of a

cylinder has been proposed. In this method an SVIP with a

■-

▼
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period of 100 /xm was used to generate the exact spatial

scale along the x axis. The light from the top point of the

metal cylinder surface was extracted by spatial filtering in

the afocal imaging system so that an image of the top point

was formed. The sinusoidally phase-modulated signal was

detected in the image. Detection of the amplitude and the

phase of the signal was earned out easily and exactly by

using sinusoidally phase-modulating interferometry. The

sectional pro丘Ie of the metal cylinder was obtained from

the phase of the signal detected at the position where the

amplitude of the signal was a maximum in the image. A

V-shaped sectional profile of a metal cylinder was mea-

sured with a repeatability of about 0.5 〝m in width W,

1 /im in depth D, and 0.01 deg in angle 0. The numerical

results about the amplitude and the phase distributions of

the signal agree with the expenmental results. The conclu-

sions given in this paper will be very useful in the next

stage for measuring consecutive V-shaped structures or sec-

tional profiles of screw-thread gauges.
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